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The good news


None of the financially scary scenarios
discussed by the Provost in her visit and
at the SFAC in late 2016 (post-election)
have materialized
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Our last 15 years:
1. Increase in student enrollments





40,000 in 2006
60,000 in 2017
50% increase in 11 years
Smaller numbers for FTEs but same
percentage increase

2. Very significant increases in tuition fees
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Our last 15 years:
3. Financial Expansion (1)


Over the last 15 years, NYU has relied






on extensive increases in the number of
students
on significant increases of tuition and other
student revenue

Resulting in a significant financial
expansion of NYU




2002 total revenue = $1.262 billion
2014 total revenue = $2.653 billion
2017 total revenue = $3.273 billion
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Our last 15 years:
3. Financial Expansion (2)


Assets = liabilities expanded over time:





Including debt expansion over time:





2002 total assets: $3 billion
2014 total assets: $7.6 billion

2002 debt: $670 million
2014 debt: $2.1 billion

Retained earnings about 3% of revenue, that is,
$100-110 million per year, but NYU plans to
have $140 million per year in 2018-2025
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Present (unsecured) debt
and revenues
Debt of NYU with Med. Sch. but without
Hospital: $3.6 billion
 Debt of NYU Hospital (separate entity):
$1.8 billion
Present
Revenue
Debt
NYU
3.1
3.6
Med. Sch.
2.5
(in NYU)
Hospital
3.8
1.8
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Investment plans (excluding
Med. Sch. and Hospital)



2018-2025 (7 years): 3.4 billion
Coming (mainly) from:





1 billion from retained earnings ($140x7)
Using old debt 377 million
Issue new debt: 1.7 billion
$308 mil fundraising (127 mil done, 181
mil prospective)
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Cost of debt (present)




Presently cost of debt is about 3.5%
(officially ”below 4%”)
Besides the bonds debt, NYU also has
$800 mil bank lines of credit, not all used




Subsequent calculations assume half is used

Present debt cost (NYU+Med): $140-160
mil per year


On a budget of $5.6b, i.e., 2.5-2.9%
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Cost of debt, projected to 2025


Adding new debt of $1.7b by 2025, total
debt will be $5.1b, costing $192-220 mil
per year






Assuming (conservative) revenue growth of
3% per year, the budget in 2025 will be 7.1b
The cost of debt in 2025 is expected to be
higher at 2.7-3.1% of the total budget
The percentage debt burden in 2025 could be
lower if NYU grows faster and higher if NYU
grows slower
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Other risks


Negative:




All retained earnings are used for
investment, no additional cushion

Positive:


Debt is set up as bonds with long run
maturities (at least 10 years)


This gives time for refinancing under normal
conditions and avoids having to refinance
during a crisis
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Large expansion probably not
feasible in the future








Old path of increasing tuition and bringing in more
students is unfeasible
Therefore, NYU needs to think seriously on how to
be more efficient
Need to preserve spending on its core mission,
research and teaching
TFSC has proposed to SFAC last year for NYU to
look carefully on its organizational chart and
reduce staff that is not part of its core mission
NYU promised to look carefully at procurement
Have to keep an eye on large investment projects
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